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MASTER MATEO – SKILLED ARTIST OR MEDIEVAL ENGINEER ? 

Santiago de Compostela (Spain), the destination of St. James’ way, houses the great Romanesque pilgrimage 
cathedral. Designed between 1075-78 the construction came to a first completion towards 1130 - 1140. Ar-
chaeological evidence shows that the westernmost bays of the nave are related to the fabric from the build-
ing phase of the archbishop Diego Gelmírez (reg.1100 –1140). Master Mateo received his contract as superin-
tendent of the works of Saint James in 1168. He undertook in the following decades several major changes in 
the cathedrals design, the most spectacular of which was the insertion of the famous Portíco de la Gloria (fig.1 
A (BTU)), diverging fundamentally from the clear structure (fig.1 B-D (BTU)) of the Gelmírez-cathedral. 
Stratigraphic research indicates that the Portíco de la Gloria is the product of different building phases. The 
present wide central opening between narthex and nave, covered by an approx. 7.70m long triangular gran-
ite lintel, replaces a former double arcade, similar to the south portal of the transept (fig.1 B).The Portíco de la 
Gloria with its archivolts and tympanum is cut into Gelmírez’ opus, consisting not only of an accomplished in-
ner double-arched porch, but also finished with an outer western façade, today hidden by a Baroque encas-
ing. 
These archaeological facts lead to the question now to be answered: if, as can be assumed, a westwork 
comparable to the entrance found in the southern transept existed on the main floor and in the triforium - 
meaning two arcades surmounted by coupled bifora-windows and the wall arch in correspondence to the 
barrel vault of the nave – how could the lintel have been inserted in this structure without dis-assembling and 
reconstructing the whole? Which stresses were introduced under construction while altering existing structures? 
Why was such a large monolithic lintel chosen? Handling the massive granite lintel without modern techniques 
demands specific technical knowledge. Its integration in the inner façade by altering existing structures, per-
taining the complete tribune and the arch wall, would, even under modern aspects, comprise a great struc-
tural enterprise. 

Chronology – the Role of Master Mateo 

Kenneth J. Conant established in his monograph, published in 1926 (Conant, 1926, p.31), the following se-
quences in the development of the cathedral: about 1078 begin of construction by bishop Diego Pelaéz (reg. 
1070/71-88) in the eastern parts of the choir. The apse was probably completed and the transepts were under 
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way by 1088. It is to be assumed that the works stopped when bishop Pelaéz was ousted from his see and were 
carried forward only in 1095 after Diego Gelmírez was appointed administrator before he was named bishop in 
1100. According to inscriptions found in the cathedral, the south portal - the Puerta de las Platerías – was 
completed by 1105. The four contiguous bays of the nave were probably in place by 1112 when the ciborium 
was built and the old church over the tomb of St. James was finally cleared away. Due to the incorrect posi-
tioning of the west towers Conant established the theory that they were begun separately from the nave. The 
works were largely finished by 1117 when the church suffered from civil disorder. Subsequently the cathedral 
underwent a kind of fortification. In the thirties the body of the cathedral was still incomplete, but it is to be be-
lieved that the main works were finished by 1140, about 30 years before Master Mateo was commissioned in 
1168, when the next great building campaign was undertaken. This campaign was for the completion and the 
embellishment of the western portal. Its principal work was the well known Portíco de la Gloria. According to 
the inscription on its underneath, the lintel supporting the richly ornamented tympanum, was put into place in 
1188. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  interior of the cathedral  (A) Portíco de la Gloria  (B) South transept (Puerta de las Platerías) 
(C) The south transept (crossing)  (D) The inner western portal backing onto the Portíco de la Gloria 
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Anno ab incarnatione Domini M°C°LXXX°VIII° era IaCCaXXaVI die kalendae aprilis super liminaria principal-
ium portalium ecclesie beati Jacobi sunt collocata per magistrum Matheum qui a fundamentis ipsorum por-
talium gessit magisterium. 
 

This inscription says, that the lintel of the main entrance hall was placed in the year 1188 under the direction of 
Master Mateo, who was responsible for building the portal from the foundations upward. 
It took the following decades to finish the new westwork and the decoration of the narthex. The end of Mateos 
medieval intervention was marked by the consecration of the cathedral in 1211, when works came to an tem-
porary end. 
The state of completion before Master Mateo was taken under contract is today still in debate. It has been 
suggested by various historians that the western elevation of the Romanesque cathedral was not built before 
Master Mateo was commissioned as superintendent of the works of Saint James, nor were the foundations in 
the west crypt set out to allow the construction of the inner portal and the gable of the nave. International art 
historical theory falls into two schools: the so-called orthodox school describing Mateo’s work as change and 
an addition to elder already finished structures, from the basis of the crypt up to the risen gable. And the pro-
matean school, saying that Master Mateo started in 1168 to build up the western façade from the foundations 
of the western crypt up to the gable. This theory, as purported by Ward (Ward, M., 1978), of the late erecting of 
the westernmost bays including the western crypt and the west-work with the highly ornamented Portíco de la 
Gloria under the charge of Master Mateo is momentarily the generally accepted version. However Watson 
(Watson, Ch., 2002) reinitiated the discussion. Based on the inspection of the fabric and the archaeological 
evidence she returns to the initial concept of Lopez-Ferreiro and Conant that the cathedral was completed by 
the mid - 1130 and changed by Master Mateo from 1168 onwards. 
 

        
Figure 2: Plan main floor; (Conant, K., 1926, insert)  

Figure 3: Longitudinal section (wall north aisle)      

The System 

Medieval structures are determined by strict rules of dimensions and proportions. The cathedral of Santiago de 
Compostela follows clear schematics (Münchmeyer, A., 2007) so far not taken into consideration by art histori-
ans. As our survey and the analyses of the elements shows, respects the edifice a clear canon of forms and 
dimensions. The system consists in a rhythmic alteration of round and quadratic piers which divide the nave 
from the aisles and support the gallery. The round and quadratic piers show three-quarter rounded shafts on 
each side, two facing the arcades and two facing nave and aisle. In the lateral bays, round shafts on the 
outer walls face the piers, subdividing the aisles. The dimensions of the entire church, including naves, aisles 
and the positioning of the piers are whole-number multiples of the piers’ diameter. The interior of the church is 
lit by windows placed above the line of billet moulding throughout the cathedral (fig. 3 – exterior wall of the 
north aisle (BTU)). Passages in the walls of nave and transept allow access to a multitude of chapels. Only the 
porches of the transept diverge from the system – the last bay is larger than usual and the shafts are placed in 
front of square pilasters resting in front of the exterior walls (fig. 2 – plan main floor (Conant, K., 1926, insert)). 
Given that the bay in front of the Portíco de la Gloria is as large as the ones in the transept, this is to be ac-
cepted as part of the structural pattern as well as are the coupled blind windows positioned where glazed 
windows would be obstructed by the towers or other adjacent buildings. The small doorways allowing access 
to the staircases in the towers are usually covered by triangular lintels (fig.3 – exterior wall, second bay from 
left, access north tower (BTU)). 
Laid out with the foundations in the eldest parts in the northern transept, these schematics remain unvaried 
throughout 60 years of construction under three different patrons. Even if it can be proven that the western 
towers were placed at a very early phase in the construction chronology by their positioning not correspond-
ing to the dimensions given by the crossing, the placement of the central pier of the gallery and the main pillar 
in the ambulatory of the western crypt fit perfectly into the structural system. Thus the building itself gives us the 
essential hints how to imagine the first appearance of the former inner western portal.  
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Figure 4: Reconstruction Portíco de la Gloria according to the fabric of Diego Gelmírez. The figures represent 
the reconstructive model elaborated in December 2008 by A. Münchmeyer (Author):  (A) Section S1 back of 
the Portíco de la Gloria facing the nave. Giving central access to the narthex by double arcades. Coupled 

blind windows show on the walls in the lateral bays.  (B) Section S2 – narthex prior installation of the  Portíco de 
la Gloria (eastern elevation).  (C) longitudinal section S3 nave.  (D) Plan narthex with main porch 

The Model of a first Westwork and the  inner Façade 

In deduction of our archaeological research, the architectural historian determines the first model of the inner 
western portal as a double arched porch (Fig. 4 A - D), similar to the ones to be found at the north and the 
south of the transept (fig. 1 B) with the slight difference that the full circuit in the aisles was blocked by closed 
walls having coupled blind windows instead of open archways. The narthex was placed in between the two 
towers allowing access to the cathedral only through the middle. This change from the original scheme could 
be the result of an initial idea of the master builders for solving the problems of the misplaced towers by erect-
ing the western façade in the axis of the current inner portal. The Narthex, four bays large, subdivided by 
slightly stilted bands and groin vaulted with a central double porch as entrance on the west side, offered at 
the gallery level the possibility of a full circuit for pilgrims as well as for ceremonies. 

Transformation 

The aspect of the western wall arch facing the nave is characterized today by a large monolithic lintel. Trian-
gular, aprox. 7.70m long and about 40cm thick, it rises 1.17m at its highest point, while measuring about 36-
37cm at its ends. Assuming a specific gravity of 28 kN/m³ the lintel weighs 6.7 t (66.9 kN). A column, the so-
called trumeau, is located underneath in midspan between the massive adjacent piers. The trumeau is 
worked as highly ornamented chiselled ashlar. Measuring a height of 6m with a diameter of only 50 cm, the 
slenderness of the trumeau does not indicate its possibility of bearing significant loads without buckling. 
While art historians approve the triangular shape of the lintel only as formal-aesthetic necessity in coherence 
with the small granite lintels used in the cathedral to cover the doorways (fig.3 – access north tower), the struc-
tural engineer reveals other associations: a simple beam resting on simple supports at each end has the 
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maximum bending stresses in midspan. The structural element must be laid out to bear those stresses and ex-
hibit the largest bending resistance, hence the largest height, at midspan. 
Therefore the following issue is to be considered: does the triangular shape of the lintel correspond to structural 
requirements regarding the different stages during the transformation of the structure? Which implications and 
consequences are to be estimated for the chronology of the modification to replace the former western en-
try? 

Stage one _ Intersection _ Insertion of the Lintel 

The lintel was probably carried into the church via the north portal, which allows access to the main floor more 
or less at ground level without mounting a long flight of steps. The lintel had to be transported through the 
whole cathedral. The piers located besides the opening on which the lintel rests show no traces of intervention 
in the coursed stonework on the flanks facing the nave. Therefore we assume its placement from the narthex 
side. This implies that, before the granite beam could by hissed and put to its final location, the site had to be 
prepared. A good portion of the vaulting of the narthex and the archivolts must have been temporarily re-
moved to take the pressure and loads off the middle pier of the inner double porch. 
The former central pier was slit horizontally to the middle of the masonry section. The remaining cross section 
was able to support the whole upper part of the façade and the remaining double arches of the wall facing 
the nave. Due to the asymmetric removal of elements, the remaining stonework is eccentrically loaded (fig.5 – 
eccentric load on the cross section ). 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Remaining cross section – eccentric load application 
 
The compressive strength of the previous pier can be estimated to be quite high on the basis of the still existing 
structures in the edifice. According to DIN 1053-1 the granite ashlar masonry in the cathedral can without 
doubt be classified DIN Class N4. Thus the basic value 0 of the allowable compressive stress, assuming DIN 
Class I mortar, is 0 = 3.0 MN/m² (DIN 1053-1, Tab.14) and the resulting compressive strength (the theoretical 
slenderness assumed zero) is βR = 2.67 * 0 = 8.01 MN/m² (DIN 1053-1 eq. (10)). Pieper refers to 15 MN/m² as 
critical value for the ultimate strength of coursed masonry (Pieper, K.,1983). 
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Whereas the compressive strength is quite high, this stage in the modification is quite critical. The problem re-
sults from the eccentric load applied to the remaining structural element. The eccentricity is calculated to 
24cm resulting in a theoretical crack in the residual cross section which extends beyond the centre of the sec-
tion. Applying the method developed by Mann (Mann, 1997, pp. 14-21) it is possible to prove the buckling sta-
bility of the residual section of the pier. In order to prove stability in this case, horizontal bracing on both sides 
of the gallery’s remnant balustrade has been assumed. Timber struts could have taken the eccentric over-
loads during the operation. If fixed at different levels, the horizontal braces would have taken the overturning 
moment of the masonry and centred the force in the remaining cross section (fig. 6 A – horizontal bracing).  
 

 
Figure 6:  stages in transformation (A) horizontal bracing  (B) timber struts securing remains 

 
Thus secured by wooden struts, the stability of the edifice in the critical state was given and the granite lintel 
could be hoisted and placed in position. The narthex offered enough space for the lifting devices – the central 
vaulting of the entry been cleared off as a first step of the preparatory demolition. The lintel was not only to be 
hissed but also to be displaced horizontally to rest in the slot in the adjacent piers of the double porch (fig. 6 B 
– timber struts).  

Stage two _ Fitting _ the Use of the simple Beam Lintel 

Given the secure placement of the lintel, now supported by the adjacent piers, masonry could be laid up in 
coursed block work on top of the triangular lintel. The stones had to be fitted between the remains of the ar-
chivolts, the remaining vaulting, the foot of the gallery wall and the lintel. The resulting stonework is awkwardly 
laid up, with unusually shaped blocks and irregular joints (fig.1 D). However, a working friction connection was 
achieved between triforium and lintel, which was now able to carry vertical loads from the upper part of the 
gable and the wall arch. 

Stage three _ Clearance _ removal of the central Pier 

During this intermediate state of construction, with the remaining column shaft to be removed, the forces act-
ing on the structure have a large eccentricity (outside the plane of the wall), which can’t be taken up by the 
established simple beam structure. So before being able to clear the centre of the new portal of all remnants 
of the former structure, securing timber struts must have been erected from the side of the main nave (fig. 6 B).  
While deconstructing the remains of the former pier, which would have had a remaining cross section of 95cm 
in depth, the resulting 30 cm eccentricity of vertical load acted on the new wall, which has a maximum depth 
of 40 cm. Therefore we presume that the forces were aligned through struts placed at the floor level in the gal-
lery. Than the force on the remaining cross section is calculated to be about 1000kN. The timber struts would 
have taken half of the loads, securing the structure against overturning moments during this intermediate 
state. 
While the timber struts carry a portion of the loads on one side of the wall, the vertical load on the lintel pro-
duces an inner force couple with resulting compression and tension stresses in the granite. The cross section of 
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the lintel has a relatively large depth. Considering the relationship of depth to spanwidth d/L = 1.17m / 7.45m, 
classical bending theory (a linear-elastic stress-strain relationship with plane sections remaining plane in bend-
ing) has been applied to obtain the maximum stresses. At the level of stress attained here, plastic deformation 
of the material under compression would not be expected. If the loads from gallery (503 kN) and masonry in 
the wall above the lintel (258 kN) are assumed to be evenly distributed across the 7.45m span, the bending 
moment at midspan will be 708 kNm. The resulting maximum stresses at the lower edge of the cross section are 
calculated to 7.8 N/mm². Warnecke ed all. (Warnecke, P., Rostasy, F.S., 1995, p. 626, tab. 2) refers to allowable 
bending tension stress of 10 – 30N/mm² for granite. Therefore it can be assumed that the triangular lintel car-
ried the loads spanning 7.45m during this intermediate stage of construction. 
 

 
Figure 7: Structural system and loading forces 

Stage four _ Finishing _ Rebuilding the interior Wall 

The interior wall could now be reconstructed. Using the pilaster strips of the north and the south pier as counter 
thrusts, today one wide arch spans over the total width (approx. 8.5m) of the nave and supports the loads from 
the gallery. After closing the openings in the structure of the wall facing east towards the nave, all securing 
struts could be withdrawn. 
The longspan arch, with its rise of 3.9m, and bearings in the adjacent walls has a relatively large stiffness and 
can with no doubt bear the gallery loads alone. At this point, the triangular lintel carries only its dead weight 
and the loads from the masonry infill under the arch. Two smaller arches meet at the middle of the doorway 
and rest on the slender trumeau. The construction date of the trumeau could not yet be determined. A large 
crack apparent in the lintel about 1.5m from the northern pier has also not yet been dated - it cannot be ruled 
out that the insertion of the trumeau was responsible for the development of the crack.  
After closure of the interior wall, the still open vaulting of the narthex could be reconstructed. The former dou-
ble bay structure in the middle was replaced by a single bay spanning over the whole width of the nave in 
correspondence to the banded barrel of the cathedral. A highly ornamented ribbed groin vault now replaces 
the former system. It is to be presumed that this construction took place before Mateo added columns, sculp-
tures and ornaments to the main piers, changing the aspect of the narthex completely. Adopting the evolved 
idea, we have to conclude the subsequent or even simultaneous change of the side compartments in the 
narthex. The closed walls of the aisles were opened for portals and surmounted by multiple archivolts offering 
an abundance of sculpture and figures. 

CONCLUSION 

Our investigations on the site and the following analysis provide evidence of prior completion of the entire ca-
thedral and a first western façade ante Mateo. The elaboration demonstrates and verifies the possibilities of 
consulting technical methods of civil engineering in questions of architectural history. The lintel could and 
should have been the first part in a chain of different interventions on the western parts of the cathedral of 
St.James in Santiago de Compostela. The big monolithic granite lintel could have taken a central role in the 
operations led by Master Mateo after 1168, being placed at the beginning of the modifications. The mono-
lithic_block was useful in the different stages of construction. The triangular shape of the lintel is not a mere 
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formal decision, it is a necessity of the structure to bear the intermediate stresses under construction and trans-
formation. The shape of the lintel chosen by Master Mateo is known today to be a structurally efficient shape 
to carry bending over large spans. Which structural predecessors did Mateo have in choosing the triangular 
form? Limitation of self-weight of a lintel of this size can be presumed to have been a major issue in the feasibil-
ity of his project. 
The investigation on the flow of the stresses in the granite stonework, as in the supporting elements - piers and 
lintel - shows a sequence of possible steps in the change of design under the circumstances of the necessity of 
preserving the fully erected triforium. We can now establish a plausible theory based on the idea that the lintel, 
subjected to bending stress, could have helped to realize this great enterprise.  
In continuation of our cooperation, we hope to be able to answer other questions of main interest in the art-
historic discussion concerning the history of the monument and the work of Master Mateo. The trumeau is an 
integral element of the splendid decoration of the westernmost bays. But wouldn’t the genius Master Mateo 
have preferred a central wide opening without any obstacle obstructing the view, as suggested by the great 
archivolt of the tympanum? This issue must be addressed in future in relation with the questions, when and why 
the lintel cracked as well when and why the sculptural program of the tympanum was reorganized. 
Master Mateo is classified by historians between magistris operis – master builder – and highly skilled sculptor 
who initiated a new period of artistic expression. According to the archaeological evidence and our interdis-
ciplinary discussion of the design, Master Mateo’s opera in the pilgrimage church is proved to be much more: 
with his first and, as can be judged from inscription of the lintel, main effort in remodelling the western part of 
the cathedral of Santiago de Compostela he presents himself to us as an experienced and pragmatic engi-
neer. 
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